The wireless adhoc networks are highly vulnerable to distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks because of its unique characteristics such as open network architecture and shared wireless medium. A denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) or distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS attack) is an attempt to make a computer resource unavailable to its legitimate users. The denial of service (DOS) does not result in information theft or any kind of information loss but can be very dangerous, as it can cost the person a large amount of time and money. Significant efforts have been made towards making adhoc network secure and free from DDoS attacks. In this paper we study how various detection parameters together work as a single and efficient method to detect various DDoS attacks in Manet. Later in this paper a technique to prevent DDoS attacks in Manet is also presented which help in preventing the attacks to communicate in the network and did not allow them in the network.
INTRODUCTION
MANET is infrastructureless networks composed of a set of wireless mobile nodes. Nodes send packets directly to destinations that are in their coverage zone. When destinations are farther than the coverage range intermediate nodes cooperate to establish the communication path. The ad hoc context increases the number of potential security vulnerabilities. Ad hoc networks can not benefit from the security services offered by dedicated equipment such as firewalls, authentication servers and so on. MANETs various types of DOS Attacks are also possible because of the inherent limitations of its routing protocols. A DoS attack always attempts to stop the victim from serving legitimate users. A DDoS attack is a DoS attack which relies on multiple compromised hosts in the network to attack the victim. There are two types of DDoS attacks i.e. passive and active DDoS attacks. The First type of DDoS attack has the aim of attacking the victim node in order to drop some or all of the data packets sent to it for further forwarding even when no congestion occurs, which is known as Passive DDoS attack. The second type of DDoS attack is based on a huge volume of attack traffic, which is known as an Active DDoS attack [4] . A DDoS attack is a large-scale, coordinated attack on the availability of services at a victim system or network resource. The DDoS attack is launched by sending an extremely large volume of packets to a target machine through the simultaneous cooperation of a large number of hosts that are distributed throughout the network. The attack traffic consumes the bandwidth resources of the network or the computing resource at the target host, so that legitimate requests will be discarded. Perpetrators of DDoS attacks typically target sites or services hosted on high-profile web servers such as banks, credit card payment gateways, and even root name servers. Some well-known DoS attacks are SYN Flood, teardrop, smurf, ping of death, land, finger bomb, black holes, octopus, snork, ARP Cache poisoning and the misdirection. There are various techniques which are proposed to detect and prevent all these DDoS attacks. In this paper a highly powerful approach is used to detect various DDoS attacks with various reliable parameters which can make our network secure and when an attack is easily detectable with this approach then it can easily prevent all these attacks.
Paper Organization
Section II provides the background and related work, Section III deals with the proposed work, Conclusion is stipulated in Section IV. The proposed work may be extended further with reference to the different situations are mentioned in section V under future aspect. 
Problem Identification

BACKGROUND
Log files store the Application Programming Interface (API) functions calls that are made by communication applications [1, 2] . Our results show that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between normal behavior and malicious behavior. The correlation algorithm shows that there are high numbers of correlated events in attack case generated by bots compared to normal users [3, 4] . The new DOS attack, called Ad Hoc Flooding Attack (AHFA), can result in denial of service when used against on demand routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks, such as AODV, DSR. The intruder broadcasts mass Route Request packets to exhaust the communication bandwidth and node resource so that the valid communication cannot be kept [5, 6] . The probability of accidental blacklisting of the node can be reduced by using the concept of delay queue also on the other hand it also delays the detection of misbehaving node by allowing the attacker to send more number of packets until delay queue time out occurs [7 -9] . An ad hoc network is the collection of cooperative wireless nodes without the existence of any access point. The presence of malicious nodes in an ad hoc network deteriorates the network performance. Number of packet drops increases proportionally with the number of malicious nodes. As the packet drop increases, it also affects the packet delivery ratio, routing load and throughput etc [10, 12] . Packet flow is monitored and when packet drops increases, it causes a frequent change in sequence number and when it crosses a threshold limit, then alarm is raised and finally malicious nodes are removed from network on the basis of losses caused by them [11, 14] . One of the major reasons to address the security aspects in MANETS is the usage of wireless transmission medium, which is highly susceptible or vulnerable to attacks. These attacks throttle the tcp throughput heavily and reduce the quality of service (QoS) to end systems gradually rather than refusing the clients from the services completely. The status values from MAC layer that can be used for detection are Frequency of receiving RTS/CTS packets, Frequency of sensing a busy channel and the number of RTS/DATA retransmissions [13, 15, 16] . A approach that can accurately identify DDoS attack flows and consequently apply rate-limiting to the malicious network flows. A DDoS attack is a coordinated attempt made by malicious users to flood the victim network with the large amount of data such that the resources of the victim network are exhausted resulting in the deterioration of the network performance. The DDoS attacks in MANETs are implemented by taking advantages of the weaknesses of the routing protocols, operating systems and security schemes applied on systems. But the results of these types of attacks may lead to degrade the performance of systems/sites or break the services to legitimate users. Reduction of Quality (ROQ) attack is one of the Denial of Service (DoS) attacks which affect the MANETs [17 -19] . Instead of refusing the clients from the services completely, these RoQ attacks throttle the TCP throughput heavily and reduce the QoS to end systems [20] . The Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol, designed for mobile ad hoc networks, offers quick adaptation to dynamic link conditions, low processing and memory overhead, and low network utilization. However, without keeping in mind the security issues in the protocol design, AODV is vulnerable to various kinds of attacks [21, 22] . 
PROPOSED WORK 3.1 Architecture of explicit query based detection and prevention technique for DDoS in Manet
Working Principle Detection
The working of DDoS detection proposed architecture model illustrated in Figure -1 , which starts working by randomly generate sequence to each and every node with the help of random number generator. The availability of response from node is checked with help of various parameters used i.e. battery power, RTT, total time taken by packets, total number of packets forwarded, blacklist used for attackers. By checking the response from nodes attackers are detected and then these attackers are sent to the blacklist and not allowed to communicate over the network. In next step limit processing is checked with the help of RTT threshold value and with that ratio of clost/csent is calculated and if attacker is there it is sent to blacklist and packet is dropped.
Prevention
The working of DDoS prevention proposed architecture is illustrated in figure-2 which starts working by categorizing the nodes in three categories friend, acquaintance and stranger. The attacker is detected by setting different threshold values for each category. These threshold values are compared with number of packets delivered and node is also checked if it is in blacklist or not. If both conditions satisfied then a notification is send to sender node to slow down its sending rate and if after this also sender node does not slower down its sending rate then it is termed as attacker and sent to blacklist and not allowed to communicate over the network.
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Mechanism PHASE I -Detection Techniques for DDoS:
Step 1-Assign sequence number for each node of MANET Number of node = N For (i=0; i<N; i++) { Nseq_no = RandomNoGenerator( ); //Nseq_no is node sequence number }
Step 2 Step 3-Check for Limit of Processing A threshold value for RTT is set to 30ms.If any packet is exceeding the set time limit then it is assumed that packet is lost. Two counters are parallelly executed csent(packet sent i.e. not exceeding time limit) and clost(packet lost i.e. exceeding time limit). A ratio of (clost/csent) is calculated. Threshold value for this ratio is set to 30% i.e. 0.3 which is termed as limit of processing. 
CONCLUSION
The DDoS attacks in MANETs are implemented by taking advantages of the weaknesses of the routing protocols, operating systems and security schemes applied on systems. But the results of these types of attacks may lead to degrade the performance of systems/sites or break the services to legitimate users. To avoid such types of attacks there is need to develop more powerful security schemes. In this paper a powerful detection and prevention technique for DDoS attacks in MANET is proposed. An algorithm is presented that is capable of detecting the suspicious or attacker nodes by detecting the nodes which misbehave by dropping significant percentage of packets and an algorithm for prevention of such DDoS attacks is also presented which helps in providing a highly secure and reliable mobile Adhoc network.
FUTURE SCOPE
The DDoS attack is launched by sending an extremely large volume of packets to a target machine through the simultaneous cooperation of a large number of hosts that are distributed throughout the network. Constant researches are going on in field of Manet for detecting and preventing DDOS attacks. The techniques proposed in this dissertation are reliable for a small area of network and more research work can be done in this for a large network as the network is scalable, heterogeneous, mobility-used approach and is fully composite with respect to the ongoing advancement in this field.
